
Under the web-address https://www.process-informatik.de are product specific
documentations or software-driver/-tools available to download.

If you have questions or suggestions about the product, please don’t hesitate to contact us.

Process-Informatik Entwicklungsgesellschaft mbH
Im Gewerbegebiet 1

DE-73116 Wäschenbeuren
+49 (0) 7172-92666-0

info@process-informatik.de
https://www.process-informatik.de

9391-UH

QR-Code Website:Menutree Website:
+ Products / docu / downloads

+ Accessories
+ Connector plug / equipment

+ Universal DIN-rail mounting

Please make sure to update your drivers before using our products.



PLC-data in Excel-readable file

Save your PLC content, production-data in a file on your PC. This file, a CSV- or
XML-file (depending on the license), can then be used e.g. further processed with Excel.
 A file that includes all configured variables in an infinitely-long list with a suitable
time-stamp, either controlled by the PC or via a PLC-trigger (depending on the license).
No matter which Siemens-control, as soon as a network-connection is available, nothing
stands in the way of recording.
 With S7-LAN for PPI, MPI or Profibus or S5-LAN++ for S5-controllers, PLCs without a
network-connection can also be addressed and recorded. And depending on the license are
several parallel connections possible.

Integrated phone-book

You have to consider several facilities and do not want to keep a watch list with phone
numbers? No problem, the TELE-router contains a phone book, so you any time maintain
the entire data connection in the router and build to the opposite side by clicking the link
in the web browser.



Alarming

Dont log with EtherSens-device only the process-values, also monitor them
simultaneously. Once a predetermined threshold is exceeded/not reached, the
EtherSens-device indicates this.

Remote-maintenance access independent of hardware

Why always take any additional hardware in the luggage for remote-access to your own
systems and machines? Installing the Software-CONNECT on your PC you always have
with it and access to your own CONNECT-cloud is always possible, no matter where you
are.
 Internet-access on the PC of course required.



Atomic time (GPRS) for the PLC

You need an exact time for your S7-plc? No problem, the TeleService-GSM fetches the
current time via GPRS from a time-server and advises it to the S7-plc. How often and
whenever the time shall be updated can be parameterised in the device.

Data backup S7-PLC over MPI/Profibus on USB-stick via dig. IO

Via digital input triggered DB-backup/-restore without additional PC via MPI/Profibus to
USB-stick


